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Abstract— CPS (Cyber-Physical Systems) is proposed by the
NSF (National Scientific Foundation) to describe a type of
necessities which conglomerates hardware and software
components and being the next step in development of
embedded systems. CPS includes a wide range of research topics
from signal processing to data analysis. This paper contains a
brief review of the basic infrastructure for CPS including smart
objects and network aspects in relation to TCP/IP stack. As CPS
reflect the processes of the physical environment onto the cyber
space, virtualisation as important tool for abstraction plays
crucial role in CPS. In this context paper presents the challenges
associated with mobility and vritualisation; accordingly, three
main types of virtualisation, namely network, devices and
applications virtualisation are presented in the paper. The main
focus of the paper is made on security. Different threats, attack
types and possible consequences are discussed as well as analysis
of various approaches to cope with existing threats is
introduced. Furthermore, needs and requirements for safetycritical CPS are reviewed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
CPS is a concept focusing on bridging physical and cyber
worlds. Firstly, the term of CPS was proposed by NSF, where
CPS are described as complex engineered systems devoted to
integration of cyber and physical components to extend
capabilities of recent embedded systems [1]. This definition
states clearly that CPS is the next evolution stage of
Embedded Systems. CPS while compared to embedded
systems are not limited by just one device, it is more an
ecosystem of devices operating in the physical environment
and being controlled by computational elements. Another
similarity to CPS concept is Internet of Things (IoT) defined
as global infrastructure connecting various physical and
virtual entities called ‘things’ in order to provide advanced
services [2].
In many areas of human activities, CPS has gained more
and more attention, especially in the capacities where physical
processes and physical equipment needed to be controlled,
orchestrated and coordinated with humans, systems, or
subsystems. The emerging trends like Industry 4.0 [3] or
Industry Internet [4] are the key indicators of CPS importance;
transition to these concepts will involve increasing
automation, autonomy and complete new understanding of
production processes. Major incentive, which forces CPS
development is a need of convergence for physical processes
and computational capabilities, where high degree of
communication between components and abstraction of the
processes occurring in the physical environment is needed.
The scaling of the CPS systems, small and large scale
respectively, is distinguished by number of involved
components [5]. Small-scale CPS have just a little number of
physical as well as cyber components while large-scale
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systems have hundreds or even thousands of components.
Both of them can be geographically distributed, which may
require convergence with global networks, such as Internet
[6].
There were several efforts to develop a general model for
CPS in order to give a clear idea of the main components of a
CPS regardless of application domains. In [7], CPS is
represented through three main layers: the first layer consists
of sensors and actuators which observe changing physical
environment; the second layer aims at communication and
abstraction of the real-world processes and the third deals with
computational capabilities. Another work in [8] describes an
approach for CPS design consisting of three layers, namely
physical layer, platform layer, and computation/
communication layer, where the last two layers are in fact
cyber layers. To establish a comparison among the design
concepts, there are common similarities such as the same
number of design layers and similar functions performed by
the layers. Thus, first layer in both concepts [7, 8] is focused
on physical components operating in physical environment,
whereas the second layer is aimed at interconnection of the
lower and higher levels, storage and service composition with
particular attention being paid to abstraction mechanisms and
the last one serves to high level functions such as
computational algorithms, processing, etc. However, there is
some research work which purely focuses on architectures for
specific application domains. As in [9], the four-layer
architecture for CPS in healthcare domain is represented.
General view of main layers and components of CPS can be
represented as in Fig. 1.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Infrastructure
of Cyber physical systems is presented in section II whereas
importance of security in the presence of existing threats is
highlighted in section III. Finally, paper is concluded in
section IV.
II. INFRASTRUCTURE FOR CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
Infrastructure plays a crucial role in deployment of every
system; the same applies to Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). In
line with Fig. 1, the main components of CPS can be
considered as sensors / actuators, controllers, communication
networks [10]. However, some CPS solutions additionally
employ gateways [11]. Importantly, CPS can be both openloop or closed loop systems. By the analogy with Internet of
Things (IoT), open-loop CPS can have access to the global
networks, and in this case such paradigms as Cloud
Computing, BigData etc. can be added into the notion of CPS
infrastructure. Cyber Physical systems can consist of large
extent of heterogeneous devices, including sensors, actuators,
etc.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of Cyber Physical Systems.
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Figure 6: Attack Vectors in Cyber Physical Systems

discovery, control, damage and cleanup accordingly, to gain
full control of the system in direct or indirect way and to hide
any traces of any caused intrusion. Fig. 5 presents the main
attack vectors in Cyber Physical Systems.
IV. CONCLUSION
Cyber-Physical Systems are complex systems based on
convergence of physical or hardware and cyber or software
components. CPS has large variety of application areas:
among others are transport, healthcare, wearable’s, home
automation etc. The number of deployed CPS steadily
increase, which causes several challenges related to security
and safety. Importance of new complex approaches in the area
of Security and Privacy for CPS considering the influence of
single components and subsystems threats on the whole
system is discussed. Some salient threats and attack vectors
were reviewed and debated. More discussion is needed
towards threats modelling, which is very important on design
stage to develop security mechanisms as well as to evaluate
possible damage to the systems under different circumstances.
Necessity of joint security and safety consideration in order to
identify the most complete set of potential threats also needs
to be highlighted as future work in the paper.
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